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Abstract

This study addresses the question “How do Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) vendors enhance their software with insufficient domain knowledge?” Results were obtained by analyzing a dataset from a SaaS vendor that provides administrative software to small schools around the world. The dataset includes archived data (email messages, company documents, and Skype messages) and access to the company’s online repositories (sales pipeline, client online chats, and engineering repository). We identified three types of domain knowledge that are relevant to SaaS vendors – organization specific, industry-wide, and regional variation. We also generated six propositions explaining how industry-wide and regional variation knowledge influences the SaaS enhancement process, and at which points in the process these two types of domain knowledge come into play. This study refines our current knowledge by highlighting the unfolding stages between insufficient levels of domain knowledge and software enhancement outcomes.
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1.0 Introduction

Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) refers to the selling of software that is owned and managed by the vendor, and delivered as a service over the Internet. The SaaS application is based on a single set of common code and data definitions, and distributed in a one-to-many manner to all clients (Xin and Levina 2008). The Gartner Group (2010) estimated that the worldwide SaaS revenue surpassed the projected forecast of $9.2 billion in 2010, up 15.7 percent from the 2009 revenue of $7.5 billion. Meanwhile, another study conducted by the American IDC (2009) research group projected that fifty percent of organizations will use SaaS for business functions that provide strategic advantage to their organizations. This is a major transition since SaaS is currently known to support mostly non-critical business applications (Gartner Group 2006). These statistics imply that the SaaS market is expanding, and SaaS will have stronger impacts on individual organizations.

SaaS offers several benefits to organizations including low upfront costs, faster implementation, flexible subscriptions (clients can subscribe or unsubscribe at any point in time), and continuous software improvements (vendors need to consistently
enhance their products to remain competitive). In addition, SaaS has a more positive impact on the environment. A survey by Symantec Corporation (2009) revealed that organizations consider SaaS as one of the key strategies to achieve sustainable IT goals. There are however, a few negative aspects to SaaS. These include lack of domain knowledge in SaaS vendors, organizations losing control of their own computing and surrendering control to external vendors, as well as security concerns. Despite these concerns, the future prospect for SaaS remains promising.

Due to its relative novelty, there is a paucity of SaaS research especially from the Information Systems (IS) perspective. The available studies focus on distinguishing SaaS from packaged software (Choudhary 2007, Fan et al. 2008), identifying SaaS adoption factors (Benlian et al. 2009, Xin and Levina 2008), comparing different SaaS pricing models (Zheng et al. 2006), and various technical issues such as architecture, scalability, and security (Cusumano 2010, Hudli et al. 2009, Hurkmans 2009, Nitu 2009). Recent call-for-papers for SaaS-related studies (e.g., cloud computing and service science) in peer-reviewed IS journals show that SaaS is slowly gaining traction among IS researchers and more research is needed. Our study addresses this need by specifically examining the software enhancement process in SaaS.

1.1 Software Enhancement in SaaS

One characteristic of SaaS is the focus on software enhancement. Software enhancement (or perfective maintenance) is the process of accommodating new or changed user requirements (Niessink and van Vliet 2000). This type of enhancement involves adding functionalities to the current software. It is usually a continuous process, without an established end date.

Software enhancement is one of the deciding factors during vendor and product selection in SaaS. Sadegh (2008) highlighted several client expectations for SaaS enhancement, which include monthly enhancement releases, multiple mechanisms to gather client feedback, internal process to incorporate client feedback into product roadmaps, as well as enhancement releases that will not disrupt client operations. Without a high performing software enhancement delivery, SaaS loses its edge over on-premise enterprise software (Choudhary 2007) and over possible competitors.
An essential ingredient to a successful software enhancement delivery is domain knowledge (Kitchenham et al. 1999). Domain knowledge refers to vendors’ knowledge of business processes, business rules, policies and procedures, and business objectives of their clients (Tiwana 2009). For example, the domain knowledge for a SaaS vendor offering university admission software includes knowledge of a university’s admission process, admission policies, and student selection criteria. Typical SaaS vendors do not have one-to-one and/or prolonged interaction with their clients. As such, SaaS vendors usually do not have a high level of domain knowledge and must operate under insufficient domain knowledge condition. This issue is echoed in a statement by an industry observer, Kevin McCallum (Dye 2008):

“Elements that are currently missing [with SaaS] are the domain knowledge that a locally sited experienced consultant or reseller can offer, as well as the frequency with which our systems are bespoked to provide absolute fit for that particular business.”

We summarize that software enhancement is an important aspect in SaaS and insufficient domain knowledge is a relevant managerial concern.

1.2 Domain Knowledge in Relevant Literature

Domain knowledge has been examined in several different streams of IT research – software development, IT sourcing, and IT-business alignment. A brief summary of the studies investigating domain knowledge under each research stream includes:

- Studies in IT sourcing examined the relationships between domain knowledge and client-vendor partnerships (Goles 2001, Vlaar et al. 2008), as well as domain knowledge and IT sourcing success (Aubert et al. 2005, Tiwana and Keil 2007).
- Studies in IT-business alignment examined domain knowledge in IT executives, and how domain knowledge influences participation in IT planning and IT-

We identify three common findings across previous domain knowledge studies in IT research. First, previous studies have concentrated on investigating the relationship between domain knowledge and performance-related outcome (e.g., efficiency, effectiveness, partnership). Second, domain knowledge is required to effectively execute work activities such as communication and coordination. And three, there is a positive correlation between domain knowledge and performance; higher level domain knowledge implies better performance. We can map the results of previous studies into an input-process-output model as shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Mapping domain knowledge studies in IT research into an input-process-output model](image)

2.0 Research Question

The available studies in IT research are in agreement that there is a positive relationship between domain knowledge and performance-related outcome. Therefore, we expect SaaS vendors enhancing their products with insufficient domain knowledge to result in a negative outcome. However, this is a rather simplified view of a complex phenomenon. Given that SaaS is a growing and successful practice, there is a need to understand how the process of enhancing SaaS with insufficient domain knowledge unfolds. This research will add to prior research, and address a managerial concern. We put forward the following research question:

“How do Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) vendors enhance with insufficient domain knowledge?”

It is important to note that the scope for this study is on SaaS vendors supporting enterprise-level software as opposed to individual users. This scope is appropriate after considering the additional complexities involved. SaaS vendors offering
enterprise-level products need to take into account business processes and workflows, organizational level security, as well as multiple users; these issues are not present in software for individual users (Gartner Group 2009). Thus, enhancing SaaS with insufficient domain knowledge is a more germane issue when vendors are offering enterprise-level software products.

### 3.0 Research Method

Given the current lack of research in this area, our aim is to build a theory explaining how SaaS vendors enhance with insufficient domain knowledge. We used a qualitative data analysis approach to analyze a large dataset from a SaaS vendor. This dataset covered a fifteen-month period from July 2009 until August 2010. Table 1 summarizes the contents of the database.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Archived data</td>
<td>Email messages</td>
<td>A total of 8045 email messages between client and vendor, as well as among internal team members (account managers and engineering team members).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Company documents</td>
<td>A total of 1911 internal documents containing meeting notes, and sample documents from clients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Skype messages</td>
<td>A total of 45232 lines of messages between internal team members.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online repositories</td>
<td>Sales pipeline</td>
<td>Tracks client/vendor interactions; containing dates, notes, and items/issues communicated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Online client chat logs</td>
<td>Contains client inquiries, comments, and questions between clients (users) and account managers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engineering repository</td>
<td>Contains information related to enhancement and fix releases; including source, description, date accepted for implementation, date of release, and engineer(s) assigned.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. Summary of dataset contents**

The SaaS vendor (referred to as GlobalSchool) provides administrative software for small schools (i.e., schools with less than four hundred students). GlobalSchool was
originally a technology consulting and services company, but moved into the SaaS business model in late 2008. About eighty percent of its clients are located in North America, with others are located in other parts of the world.

GlobalSchool runs a highly distributed operation. Its employees are located in three different countries – Malaysia, United States, and Canada. To support this highly distributed operation, employees stay connected through emails and online conferences. The clients’ primary contact persons are the account managers. Account managers handle all client inquiries, and forward client requests to the engineering team members. The engineering team members are responsible to implement enhancement requests. Throughout the fifteen-month period examined, the number of account managers varied from two to seven people, while the number of engineering team members varied from two to five people.

3.1 Data Analysis

Data analysis was done in four major steps:

Step 1: Tracing the growth of the software by examining the engineering repository
We began by examining the engineering repository, and classifying each release as either a fix (i.e., correcting defects) or an enhancement. We identified 200 fixes, and 139 enhancements altogether. We further grouped the enhancements based on modules. Each module contains a group of functionality that supports a specific organizational workflow. For example, the mass parent messaging module in GlobalSchool’s software allows school administrators to send messages to a large number of parents and guardians simultaneously. This module contains functions that enable school administrators to send emails, voice messages, and text messages to parents and guardians. The modules and number of enhancements attached to them (described in brackets) are as follows: mass parent messaging (eight), parent portal (four), homework (four), report card (eighteen), discipline tracking (two), sports tracking (one), teacher tracking (one), student tracking (four), extra-curricular activities (one), fee tracking (eight), admissions (one), attendance (nineteen), enrolment (four), subscription (nine), and sign-in (one).
**Step 2: Creating a history/trail for each enhancement by consolidating information from all sources**

The main purpose of this step is to understand the important incidences that occurred within each enhancement release. We systematically conducted the following: (1) keyword searches on the archived data, sales pipeline, and online client chat logs based on enhancement name, module name, enhancement number, and people involved; (2) ordered the related information chronologically; and (3) identified whether the vendor experienced insufficient domain knowledge for a particular enhancement.

**Step 3: Patterning the events for the enhancements with insufficient domain knowledge**

We examined in detail the enhancements with insufficient domain knowledge. We diagrammed each enhancement using the event-state network outlined by Miles and Huberman (1994). We were able to detect key events as well as their sequences using this method.

**Step 4: Comparing across cases, and grouping cases that have similar sequence of events and generating propositions**

We compared the event-state network charts created in Step 3. We marked sequences of events that are similar across different network charts. We then generated the relevant propositions.

**4.0 Findings**

In this section, we explain our findings. First, we describe the general SaaS enhancement process that we found by outlining the sequence of activities (Figure 2). Second, we present the types of domain knowledge that emerged from our dataset (Table 2). Third, we provide a process model describing the stages that SaaS vendors go through when enhancing their products under the insufficient domain knowledge condition. We also offer a set of propositions (and example evidence) explaining how insufficiency in industry-wide and regional variation knowledge influence the events and actions within a particular stage. Last, we indicate where the process for
enhancing while having insufficient domain knowledge fits into the general SaaS enhancement process (Figure 3).

4.1 SaaS Enhancement Process from the Managerial Perspective

Figure 2 represents the overall activities observed in the SaaS enhancement process. This model focuses on enhancements of existing modules (i.e., adding new functionalities to current modules) as opposed to enhancements of new modules (i.e., developing new modules). The SaaS enhancement process is initiated when a module is released or made available to clients. Once a module is available to clients, the clients are encouraged to give feedback. Consistent with April et al.’s (2005) classification, we organized client feedback into three categories: (1) requests for assistance or additional information (i.e., operational support), (2) error notices (i.e., correction issues), or (3) suggestions for improvements. We observe from our data that the first feedback category necessitated software corrections, but not software enhancements. The second feedback category necessitated either software corrections or enhancements. Meanwhile, the third feedback category generally leads to software enhancements. Thus, our data suggest that SaaS vendors will consolidate and use feedback from the second and third categories as input for the next stage.

The next stage, which is the internal decision-making stage, is a complex and critical part of the SaaS enhancement process model. In this stage, SaaS vendors develop the roadmap for their products; deciding on whether to accept or reject numerous enhancement suggestions. As suggested by prior research, vendors must incorporate different factors such as resource constraints, technical compatibility, and alignment with strategic goals in finalizing their enhancement decisions (Bennett 1996, Kitchenham et al. 1999). We found examples where suggestions led to enhancements and when they did not, as explained in section 4.3. Once a decision is made to pursue
an idea, the decisions are then forwarded to engineering for further action, and subsequently, new enhancements are released to clients. As in module releases, enhancement releases may also initiate client feedback, and instigate more enhancement work. As explained in section 4.3, we found that main challenges created by insufficient domain knowledge were related to this area of the enhancement process (i.e., interpreting client feedback and potentially acting on it).

The process model described in Figure 2 could be construed as a reactive approach to software enhancement. It appears that SaaS vendors simply wait for client feedback before improving their products. On the contrary, we found that SaaS vendors can be proactive in soliciting client feedback. GlobalSchool for example, aggressively sought client feedback. Almost all correspondences to its clients included a request for feedback, enhancement release notices included a “let us know what you think” statement, and furthermore, its agents routinely made calls to clients with whom they have strong relationships to ask for suggestions. Rather than implying a reactive approach to software enhancement on the part of SaaS vendors, the client feedback stage reflects the principle of incorporating client input into a product roadmap. SaaS vendors may take a more proactive approach in acquiring client feedback, by directly contacting and asking clients to share their knowledge and ideas.

4.2 Types of Domain Knowledge

Three types of domain knowledge – organization specific, industry-wide and regional variation – emerged from our dataset. We introduce the definition for each type of domain knowledge in Table 2. We found instances where gaps in industry-wide knowledge and gaps in regional variation knowledge, identified via client feedback, led to product enhancements. We discuss the series of events and actions that take place from receiving client feedback until the related enhancement release in section 4.3.

Interestingly, we did not find any examples of gaps in organization specific knowledge leading to product enhancements. Perhaps this is not surprising since SaaS vendors do not develop custom products for specific clients, and therefore, gaps in organization specific domain knowledge do not come into play.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Definition [Knowledge…]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organization specific</td>
<td>…that is exclusive to individual organizations. For example, organizational jargons and acronyms, or internal workflows that differ significantly from those typically observed in the industry at large.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry-wide</td>
<td>…that is common across organizations within the same industry. For example, common jargons and acronyms within a particular industry, or typical internal workflows.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional variation</td>
<td>…that highlights the differences within an industry based on regional or country locations. For example, schools outside of North America require more detailed disciplinary actions tracking (i.e., tracking for drills, detentions, warnings received) compared to schools in North America (i.e., tracking for occurrences of rules violations without any specific details noted).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Areas of domain knowledge emerging from the dataset

4.3 SaaS Enhancement under the Insufficient Domain Knowledge Condition

SaaS enhancement under the insufficient domain knowledge condition commences when vendors receive client feedback. Client feedback signals gaps or errors in vendors’ products, and vendors begin to recognize insufficiency in their knowledge bases. Next, vendors identify the relevant knowledge for enhancements. Client feedback is sometimes misinterpreted, delaying the implementation of potentially strategic functions. Finally, vendors develop certain strategies to enable them to enhance while having insufficient domain knowledge. We provide further details on the enhancement stages along with a set of propositions below.

Stage 1: Receiving client feedback

SaaS vendors focus on serving the mass market. Hence, their main principle is to implement functions that are useful to a large number of schools. Insufficient industry-wide knowledge often causes vendors to release incomplete modules. Functions that are needed by a large number of organizations are not implemented because vendors are unaware. Vendors will receive multiple client feedback alerting them of such gaps. For example, GlobalSchool released their attendance module without the subject-based attendance function (i.e., a function that allows several
teachers to take student attendance several times throughout the day). They were unaware of the need for subject-based attendance until they received several requests from their clients. Part of the evidence for this example can be found in the following online conversation between an account manager (AC) and the engineering lead (ETL) below:

**ETL**: And which schools use subject-based?
**AC**: School X
**AC**: School Y
**AC**: Maybe School Z, in the future

**ETL**: Interesting...

The analysis of the data yielded four other instances where there was an apparent lack of industry-wide knowledge with similar consequence. We therefore offer the following proposition:

**Proposition 1a**: The vendor’s insufficient industry-wide knowledge may cause a gap in software functionality; when this occurs, the vendor will likely receive multiple client feedback identifying the gap in its software product.

SaaS vendors also serve the worldwide market. Insufficient regional variation knowledge often causes vendors to implement functions that work only for clients in certain regions (or countries). However, the same functions do not perform as expected and appear as errors for those in other regions. This is due to the variations within the same industry across regions; without sufficient regional variation knowledge, vendors are unable to implement functions that accommodate these variations. Vendors will subsequently receive client feedback informing them of such issues. For example, GlobalSchool received error reports from several of their UK-based clients after the report card module was initially released. These error reports were related to grade calculations; GlobalSchool’s software allows for bonus marks and grades to exceed 100 percent. This policy is common for schools in North America, but not for schools outside of North America. The analysis of the data yielded four other instances where there was an apparent lack of regional variation knowledge with similar consequence. Therefore, we posit that:

**Proposition 1b**: The vendor’s insufficient regional variation knowledge may cause the software to not perform as expected (an error); when this occurs, the
vendor will likely receive client feedback identifying the error in their software product.

**Stage 2: Identifying relevant knowledge**

When SaaS vendors receive feedback from their clients, the vendors must be able to identify industry-wide knowledge. Industry-wide knowledge enables vendors to enhance their products for a large number of organizations. Unfortunately, industry-wide knowledge is sometimes misinterpreted as organization specific. SaaS vendors will only be aware of this faulty interpretation after a certain period of time has elapsed, and they have accumulated more client feedback. Vendors face the risk of delayed implementation of potentially strategic enhancement. For example, GlobalSchool received the following request: “Our school combines home schooling into our model… [Do you] have something where teachers can type up the assignments per class and parents [to] be able to view them?” This request was not considered until we made an inquiry to GlobalSchool, and pointed out that there is another similar request in their database from a different school. GlobalSchool team admitted that the first request was ignored since it came from a specific type of school: a school that combines home schooling model with on campus attendance. As such, it was misinterpreted as organization specific as opposed to industry-wide. The related enhancement was scheduled for implementation after our inquiry. The analysis of the data yielded two other instances where there was a misinterpretation of industry-wide knowledge as organization specific, and resulting in implementation delays. We summarize this situation into the following proposition:

**Proposition 2a:** When a client shares knowledge that appears to be organization specific, the vendor tends to disregard this knowledge. This will delay the implementation of a potentially strategic enhancement if the vendor’s initial assessment is faulty.

Even when SaaS vendors are able to accurately identify industry-wide knowledge, they need to be able to accurately attach relative value to the knowledge. Vendors have to consider their resource constraints, especially in terms of labour and time. Hence, SaaS enhancements give priority to functions related to high demand (or highly utilized) modules. When vendors discover industry-wide knowledge that they see related to low demand (or underutilized) modules, they often disregard the
discovery. This becomes an issue when a module that is low in demand at present, becomes more in demand in the future. If such a shift occurs, vendors face the risk of delayed implementation of potentially strategic enhancements. For example, requests were made for the ability to “text message [to] the teachers” and “send billing info to parents via SMS.” These requests were not considered until we made an inquiry to GlobalSchool. GlobalSchool team admitted that the requests were ignored since they are related to an underutilized module – teacher tracking. After considering that the teacher tracking module was becoming more utilized over the past few months, the GlobalSchool team decided to implement these enhancement requests after our inquiry. The analysis of the data yielded another instance where there was a similar miscalculation on GlobalSchool’s part. We therefore offer the following proposition:

**Proposition 2b:** When a client shares knowledge that appears to be industry-wide but related to low demand modules, the vendor tends to disregard the knowledge. This will delay the implementation of a potentially strategic enhancement if the module receives high demand in the future.

**Stage 3: Enhancing strategies**

SaaS vendors develop strategies enabling them to enhance while under the insufficient domain knowledge condition. These strategies include collaborating with their clients and/or implementing configuration mechanisms that are internally supported. Before proceeding further, we would like to clarify the concept of configuration mechanisms in SaaS. Configuration mechanisms in SaaS provide options for clients while still maintaining a single code base for the software (Nitu 2009). These mechanisms allow flexibilities in user interface, workflow, data, and access control. Some examples include: enabling clients to add user-defined columns to tables, and enabling clients to define and set their own security privileges. SaaS vendors can either support the configuration mechanisms internally (i.e., vendors configure for clients), or provide it as self-service (i.e., clients configure on their own). Vendors prefer and aim for self-service configuration mechanisms to lower costs.

When there is insufficient level of domain knowledge, SaaS vendors will approach enhancements in two different ways. The first approach is employed when vendors face insufficient industry-wide knowledge. When such situation occurs, vendors will enhance by collaborating with select clients. Vendors and clients will work together
much like in traditional outsourcing projects, but with no formal contract or governance. Vendors also tend to implement configuration mechanisms that are internally supported. Our data suggest that vendors make this decision because they do not want “to commit or make public something uncertain,” which will likely require additional changes in the future. These two strategies – collaborating and internally-supported configuration mechanisms – are not mutually exclusive. Often, they are jointly utilized for a particular enhancement. GlobalSchool for example, collaborated with one of their clients to implement the subject-based attendance function. In addition, the company will provide support to their clients in configuring the subject-based attendance workflow. The analysis of the data yielded five instances where GlobalSchool collaborated with clients and/or provided internally-supported configuration mechanisms when enhancing with insufficient industry-wide knowledge. Thus, we posit that:

**Proposition 3a:** When the vendor decides to implement an enhancement with insufficient industry-wide knowledge, the vendor will be compelled to either (i) collaborate with select clients, (ii) add internally-supported configuration mechanisms (as opposed to self-service), or (iii) both.

The second approach is employed when vendors face insufficient regional variation knowledge. SaaS vendors accommodate regional variation by implementing configuration mechanisms. Since adding a configuration mechanism implies adding a new functionality to the current software, implementing a configuration mechanism is a software enhancement activity. When vendors face insufficient regional variation knowledge, they tend to implement internally-supported configuration mechanisms. Our data suggest similar reasons behind this strategy as discussed previously. Vendors do not want “to commit” or “make public” changes that will require re-work in the future. For example, GlobalSchool implemented an internally-supported configuration mechanism for report card data because they are uncertain of how schools in different regions would want to format and display the related data. The analysis of the data yielded six instances where GlobalSchool provided internally-supported configuration mechanisms when enhancing with insufficient regional variation knowledge. We therefore offer the following proposition:

**Proposition 3b:** The vendor will likely resolve the issue caused by regional variation difference by adding a configuration mechanism (an enhancement).
When the vendor decides to implement a configuration mechanism with insufficient regional variation knowledge, the vendor will be compelled to add an internally-supported configuration mechanism (as opposed to self-service).

We observe that the process for enhancing while having insufficient domain knowledge maps onto the general SaaS enhancement process. The mapping is as follows: (1) Stage 1 occurs between module release and client feedback, or enhancement release and client feedback; (2) Stage 2 occurs during client feedback, internal decision-making and enhancement engineering activities; and (3) Stage 3 occurs between enhancement engineering and enhancement release. Figure 3 visually indicates where the two processes fit.

![Figure 3. Mapping the Enhancing SaaS with Insufficient Domain Knowledge Process onto the General SaaS Enhancement Process](image)

### 5.0 Discussion and Conclusion

Our objective in this study is to address the question, “how do SaaS vendors enhance with insufficient domain knowledge?” We studied the enhancement process in GlobalSchool, a SaaS vendor providing administrative software for small schools. Based on our analysis of GlobalSchool’s archival data, we put forward two process models. The first process model describes the sequence of activities SaaS vendors engage in to enhance their software (Figure 2), while the second process model describes the stages that SaaS vendors undertake to enhance while having insufficient domain knowledge. We also show how the two models fit together (Figure 3). The fitting enables us to see the connection between the enhancing activities in the first
model and the stages in the second model. We believe that our findings offer important theoretical and managerial contributions. In this section we outline these contributions, assess the limitations, and consider avenues for future research.

First, we build on prior research by examining the process that SaaS vendors undertake when they need to enhance while having insufficient domain knowledge. Prior research has shown that providing software services to organizations is a knowledge-intensive process, in which knowledge is an important requirement (Rivero et al. 2009). However, to the best of our knowledge, this line of questioning has not yet been addressed in current literature. We identified three types of relevant domain knowledge, and determined industry-wide and regional variation knowledge influences SaaS enhancement. We stated our findings in six testable propositions. Propositions 1a and 1b draw attention to how insufficient industry-wide and regional variation knowledge trigger an enhancement process. Propositions 2a and 2b highlight the challenges that SaaS vendors face when attempting to enhance under insufficient domain knowledge. Lastly, Proposition 3a and 3b highlight the enhancing strategies utilized by SaaS vendors. Therefore, our study extends current knowledge by explaining how SaaS vendors are able to enhance despite not have a sufficient level of knowledge.

And second, we discovered several activities that SaaS vendors and clients carry out. As a service business model, SaaS involves the process of co-creation of value. The process of co-creation of value requires both vendors and clients to assume certain responsibilities and activities for each service request (Alter 2010). Our study brings forward knowledge management activities that SaaS vendors undertake during the process of value co-creation. Propositions 2a and 2b show that client feedback trigger knowledge acquisition (i.e., a process in which knowledge flows from an entity’s environment and to one that assimilates it within the entity for subsequent use (Holsapple and Joshi 2004)) and knowledge selection (i.e., a process in which knowledge is identified for subsequent use (Holsapple and Joshi 2004)) in SaaS vendors. Meanwhile, Propositions 3a and 3b show that SaaS vendors also engage in knowledge sharing activities (i.e., knowledge flow processes in general (Hosappple and Joshi 2004)). In addition, we discovered that SaaS vendors and clients may engage in collaboration; implying that relationships between SaaS vendors and clients may
intensify. Our findings are consistent with the concept of value co-creation in the service environment as explained by Pralahad and Ramaswamy (2004), in which one of the activities in value co-creation is vendor-client collaboration.

There are several important practical implications for this study. First, we see the importance of having mechanisms to gain client feedback for SaaS vendors and investing in giving feedback for SaaS clients. Second, SaaS vendors need to ensure that they are sensitive to feedback, and create ways to share the feedback among internal team members (i.e., important to have a good knowledge management system). And last, SaaS vendors need to create appropriate strategies to handle insufficient domain knowledge problem. It is not possible for vendors to possess complete domain knowledge for the organizations they are supporting. SaaS vendors might consider a few of GlobalSchool’s enhancing strategies such as collaborating with clients and offering vendor-supported configuration mechanisms.

Two of the primary limitations of this study include having a single organization as the source of data, and using a single person to interpret the dataset. As for the first limitation, we admit that having only a single organization to be analyzed makes this study vulnerable to the idiosyncrasies of the said organization. Nevertheless, we would like to highlight that we are generalizing to theory as opposed to population. In addition, being able to analyze such a comprehensive dataset is very rare and valuable (Scacchi 2001); it allowed us to develop the process models in our findings. As for the second limitation, we believe that one of the benefits of a single interpreter is consistency in the analysis (Cramton 2001). We are however, in the stage of getting feedback on our analysis from GlobalSchool (i.e., member review) to increase the trustworthiness of our analysis. Thus far, we have received feedback on propositions 2a and 2b. We will make the necessary revisions to our analysis as we receive more feedback from GlobalSchool.

Overall, our research shows that SaaS enhancement is an incremental and iterative development process. The software evolves through client feedback, and thus, clients play important roles in determining the future direction of the software. SaaS vendors do not necessarily have to have high levels of domain knowledge before releasing their modules (i.e., SaaS vendors do not necessarily have to release “complete”
modules). Instead, SaaS vendors may release modules based on their current levels of domain knowledge, and enhance as needed afterwards. Future researchers are encouraged to test our findings by examining various types of SaaS vendors, and further explore related research avenues.
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